EPISODE 305: “BATTLE OF THE BITCHES” (Part 1)

Panoba, Night 9
James - Who voted for you?? Chicken's partner? He sure didn't play tonight properly.
Courtney - If you are going to flip, vote as a block... it was Andrew or Osten. Chicken was dumb...
my idea made much more sense. Target someone partnerless so you don't trample on anyone's
pair. Now comes the part were we find out if we got a chance at the final six or if we get
pagonged.
James - Maybe I'm just drunk off my ass, but I find that more funny than scary. So basically only
me, Amanda and...Chicken voted for Andrew? Bri has ditched us already.
Courtney - Christa thinks T is my partner and Lill is Amandas. She thinks Amanda sold out our tribe
by telling Lill she'd be willing to vote out Todd. Amanda did no such thing. Lill was trying to

protect Amanda when Christa was pushing for her. Christa is off on quiet a bit of things. I think in
retrospect, Christa got Chicken to vote for me to misdirect his vote.
James - That's odd. I told him we were all voting for Andrew right before the vote. He wanted to
vote Lill. Christa, Christa…. But she's right about Brianna selling us out. I hope our alliance is
solid, and they're gonna have a nasty surprise coming their way.
Courtney - I think it was done to ensure there wouldn't be a tie. Chicken did vote for me... fool...
Amanda breaks the tie, Andrew goes.
James - I guess it's hard to know without talking to Bri directly. But Chicken should have worked a
lot harder to stay. Oh well.
Everyone’s questioning Courtney on who voted against her from Andoa.
Christa - I mean, I never actually expected him to turn on you. Hell, I was trying to tell him that
you were the one person I WOULDN'T turn on.
Courtney - Did he vote for me? Did you misdirect his vote?
Christa - Obviously ONE of your tribe voted for you. And given that Amanda is your leader, Brianna
has barely been around and is without a partner, Todd was gung ho on voting with you guys, and
James was only selling out his partner on OUR tribe, I think Chicken did vote for you. He was
definitely trying to swing the vote to you.
Courtney - Now… the hard part. Let’s hope we can count on our partners to flip this shit. Christa is
already acting like she owns this place. Chicken voted for me, I'm sure of it... his vote was
misdirected by Christa.
Amanda - Yeah, I'm sure everything should be okay.
Courtney - If the pairs come through, you/me/lil/T could be final four. The plan is great... if the
people we think we can TRUST are good on their word. I'm still totally down with final two.
Amanda - I am too, babe.
James - We kind of figured it would end this way...but it still sucks to lose one of our own. What'd
you think about Brianna selling us out?
Amanda - She sold us out? I thought that was Chicken.
James - Hmmm now Courtney thinks it was Chicken as well. I dunno, I told Chicken right up to the
vote that we were doing Andrew. He wanted to vote Lill. Why would he suddenly vote for
Courtney?
Amanda - I'm not sure, it could be Brianna. Either way, we should have the numbers now. Next
target, Christa.
James - That's the plan baby. And she won't even know what hit her.
Amanda - Seriously, I can't wait. I can't stand that bitch.
The ex-Omurano members who are unaware of the Partners Alliance celebrate their
victory over Andoa at Tribal Council.
Andrew – CONFESSIONAL - Well, I have to say I'm feeling much better after that. The tribe
is holding strong, and we now have the numbers advantage. Hopefully, my tribemates refrain
from stepping out of line until Andoa is gone.
Andrew - Well, that wasn't much of a surprise, although I hate being the target from Andoa. I'm
just glad to see everyone stayed strong.

Christa - The only surprise was that Chicken jumped ship on us.
Lill - Who voted for Courtney? Looks like they STILL have issues as a tribe. Brianna just told me
she's disgusted with them. She knows we have the game, so she's looking for a deal.
Andrew - Well, leading up to that last hour he was heavy PMing me, trying to convince me you guys
had sold me out, now he was a target for standing up for me, etc. So, based on the desperation
of his messages, I wasn't surprised. I know. I assumed it was Chicken that voted for Courtney, but
who knows. It just makes me feel better!
Christa - We've got the majority. Is the plan still to vote for Todd, barring an immunity win on his
part?
Lill - sounds good to me. According to the TC animation you have "All This New Power! " If he gets
immunity, brianna? All she does is whine. Good one squelching Courtney. Chicken voted for her I
guess... We rule this game now.
Christa - Can I ask you a question? Are you mad at me for targetting Amanda at all?
Lill - no. Why would I be?
Christa - It's just...I figured out she's your partner...and I just didn't want you to think it was
because of anything against you. I really do feel Amanda is the biggest threat on Andoa. But like I
said, if it means ensuring your trust, I'll go with you to vote out Todd next.
Lill - it's ok, I figured out Todd is your partner a few days ago. We do need to get rid of Amanda,
certainly, but wait a round or two. She's not the leader over there, and she's paranoid about you.
We can use that. As long as we have the numbers we'll be good. Lets kick out Todd this time, and
see where we end up. We might get split into groups or something evil and we may need
Amanda's brains.
The partner’s alliance discusses the next vote’s target.
Courtney - You want the target to be Osten next round?
Lill - Osten is fine. What do you want to do with Todd? Is he going to be a loose cannon, or do you
have him under control?
Courtney - I'll try to find out. Christa keeps telling me he's loyal to my side, but he might be a
mole. Who knows.
Courtney - Lill wants Osten as the target. So... make sure Ryan knows this. We need to also get
Todd/Bri on board.
James - Lill wants Osten out next? I thought we had agreed on Christa. Not that I'm complaining. As
long as it's one of theirs.
Courtney - I'm fine too, plus it will be amusing to see Christa scramble... the round after, if it
works of course... Osten, then Todd... Christa will be forced to vote out Todd... then we finally
do Christa.
James - Now it seems Lill wants it to be Osten next. Here come the bargains...
Amanda - Fuck that shit. We didn't tell them not to go after Brianna or anything.
James - I agree. Lill really thinks she's running the show. Time to apply some "pressure" methinks.
Amanda - Seriously, Lil is running the show. That bitch is pissing me off, and once the six of us
have a clear majority we might have to do something about that.
James - We sure will. Maybe even at seven. But I think we're getting waaaay ahead of ourselves.
We just need to make sure the alliance sticks together for quite a few more votes.

When Courtney brings up the plan to vote out Osten, Amanda is not as receptive as
she had hoped.
Courtney - Lill wants Osten as the target... so, that's the plan, I guess. We got to make sure
Todd/Bri are on board also. I can feel the final four... or I can feel a pagonging. We'll find out
next TC if this deal works or not.
Amanda - Osten, no... that does nothing for us at all. Christa has to go.
Courtney - Well, talk it over with Lill... I don't really care who it is as long as one of
Christa/Osten/Andrew goes...
Courtney - Amanda is pushing for Christa... sigh... to me, it doesn't matter who goes from their
side, honestly.... I can see there will be some horsetrading here.
James - Yup. Time to see which side wins out. I hope our alliance doesn't fall apart over something
as silly as the boot order.
Courtney - Whoever we target, I sit out at the challenge tomorrow.
James - You do? Oh you mean you'll make them sit out right? Talk about sending the signals strong.
But even if we don't do Christa directly, it would "make sense" for you to sit her out right, since
she canceled your vote?
Courtney - It's the power I won from the last challenge.
Courtney - Amanda wants to go straight at the head of Christa/Osten/Andrew... Christa... I know
you don't want to give her up, use her as a monkey and all.... We need to get on the same page.
Lill - I'd prefer to use her as a monkey for now. It's fun watching her alternately be paranoid and
then thinking she's running this game. Please let her stay in for a couple more rounds. Osten,
todd, andrew, brianna, Christa or whatever. We should take both sides down evenly. Brianna is
useless and a whiner...
Courtney - I just thought of something... we take out Christa/Todd... it would split up a pair... It's
better for our protection if we kept Christa/Todd in tact... its good way to the keep the pairs
loyal to us if there's another pair still in the game. Anyway, if all else fails, perhaps we can do
the ole compromise boot... Andrew.
Lill - yeah. I sent a proposal to Amanda about the next vote.
As it stands, Omurano has the upper hand despite the partner’s alliance. Courtney is
worried that Omurano will decide to pick off Andoa if they upset them. Courtney wants to
give Lill her choice of boot in order to appease them, however Amanda is having none of it.
Courtney - I don't want our alliance falling apart because of boot order, ok? Lill says she wants to
see Christa running around, scrambling the round after her alliance is shattered for her own
personal amusement. You want to go after straight after the head. I don't care who the target is,
I just want a target. Maybe we should go after Andrew, just as a Compromise boot.
Amanda - I just think Lil is really running the show, James agrees with me. She needs to take a
step back to prove that we can work with her.
Courtney - Well, I look at it this way... if this doesn't work, we get pagonged. I don't want that. I
really think Andrew is the best target. It isn't what you want. It isn't what Lill wants, plus he's
totally loyal to Christa. Take out her 1st Lt. Sometimes compromises has to be made.
Amanda - Whatever, it's fine with me, both Andrew and Christa have put me on this pedestal as a
threat and a leader, so I guess either is fine.

Courtney - Ah, ok.. . I get it. You're paranoid about being an early target. I totally forgot about
that! Don't worry, girl. I got your back. I don't want you or I to go home. The only thing I ever
promised Lill was final four. I promised you final two. Let Lill have her fun, once this ball gets
rolling, she'll eventually have to give up her 'monkey' Christa.
Amanda - But it makes me nervous that maybe they have something bigger between the two of
them. Not to mention the fact that I really think it was Brianna who turned. Christa and her are
close, Brianna told me herself, and Chicken made it clear that he was being betrayed at Tribal,
he didn't do the betraying. Seriously, why would Chicken vote for you? I really think Christa got
Brianna to do it. Seriously, that bitch is running the show, but if you guys want Andrew, I'll go
along with it, I just think keeping Christa is a dumb move on so many levels.
Courtney - Lill has no play with Christa... she's going to abondon a spot at the final four with
you/me/T for what? Lets follow the boot order... Andrew... Todd... then Christa... That's the
night Lill would make her play... if you/me/Ryan/James/T all vote together... there's no play to
be made at the final 9... even with Lill flipping, that's still 5-4. We need to impress upon Todd
that Christa is selling him out to his allaince so he will vote out way. Fuck Bri... ashame the 'plan'
buys her so much time.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - I WANT TO STAB LIL WITH A VERY SHARP KNIFE!!!!!1 She's being
such a god damned cunt. She wants Osten out. WTF? Osten!?! What a fucking waste of a vote. We
didn't fight with them about voting Chicken out, where I probably would have preferred Brianna,
so let us fucking decide who we want to go. Both James and I are pissed at Lil and are planning
on taking her out once we have a clear majority over the people not in out alliance. She's just so
annoying and trying to run the show. I'm making her feel like if we boot Christa she's proving to
us that she will be loyal, but now Andrew is being suggested, as a compromise of sorts. >_>
Lill gives Amanda her proposal.
Lill - TC was fun, wasn't it? "I feel like chicken tonite, like chicken tonite..." Christa told me she's
ok (reluctantly) with booting Todd this round, so that's who they are going to be voting for. She
owes me and says she wants to show me that. Whatever. I hope so. She wants you out, but says
she's ok to wait until after Todd so we can be loyal to one another and the Omorono tribe. Now,
Courtney told me you wanted Christa out this time. I personally think it would be funnier keep
her for a couple more rounds, maybe take out Osten this time, so we can enjoy a few days of her
panicking and completely coming undone. She's funny when she's paranoid. Then you could have
the fun of trying to console her and get her into a deal, only to pull it out from under her. We
could also just help her keep her word and take out todd this time. Then we have the advantage
of letting her think she's in control of the game for another round before her world come crashing
down around her. What do you think?
Amanda - I don't know. I'm not trying to make this fun, I want everything to go as smoothly as
possible, and no offense, but since you've been pretty adamant about keeping Christa, it makes
me think you have some sort of deal with her. I think it would prove a lot to me (and James) if
you were willing to boot Christa instead.
Lill - eez you're uptight too...
Part of this game's appeal is the opportunity to inflict mental
distress on someone else for your gratification. I'm totally willing to boot Christa, I'm just asking
to let me have some fun with her first. Besides she totally thinks you and I are partners. I never
said that, but I haven't denied it either. she "figured it out."
Amanda - The thing is... Christa got Brianna to turn and she's pegged me as an apparent leader and
threat. I know the bitch is gunning for me, which is why I really want her out, but I've told

Courtney I'll go with the group, but it really isn't just me, James and possibly Tijuana want her
out too.
Lill - I was just asking if it's possible. I'll go with whoever the majority decides to go with.
Amanda - Alright. Well once we can talk to everyone we'll figure it out. Who knows? Andrew could
win Immunity. I just don't want to make an elaborate plan without Tijuana, James or Ryan's
input.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - seriously might kill Lil. She thinks it'd be FUNNY to keep Christa
around? FUNNY!? OH MY FUCKING GOD. She has something with Christa I'm sure of it. Why would
she be so adamant about keeping her when it makes her look suspicious. I DO NOT TRUST THAT
FAT COW LIL. I seriously want to strangle her with my shoelaces. The bitch needs to shut her FAT
MOUTH and take things one day at a time. What a cunt.
Lill discovers why Amanda and Christa rub each other the wrong way.
Courtney - I'm starting to worry about Amanda/T... Amanda's pms to me have gotten pretty short
tonight. I wish we were all online and had a chatroom. We need to come to an agreement.
Lill - yeah. If Amanda thinks I'm being unreasonable (who made her leader, BTW?) tell her I'm fine
with whoever she wants to go next.
Courtney – I was trying to sell Amanda on Andrew as the boot to appease everyone. BTW, the
reason Amanda wants to go after Christa is she's totally paranoid about being an earily target.
Lill - I think Amanda and Christa are the same person... They get totally paranoid about being
targeted that they make stupid moves and get targets on their backs. We're running the show,
and nobody's even glancing our way.
Courtney - *sigh* Amanda is pulling the "lill is running the show card"... I don't even think Andrew
will be enough to appease her.
Lill - If I were running the damn show we'd be voting for todd this time...
I honestly don't care
who goes when. I just don't want all the interesting people gone first. The game gets DULL when
all the crazies go.
Courtney - If we ditched the couples alliance, whoever got snaked would just expose us... so its no
good to make a play to be the last pair standing. T and Amanda wouldn't let it happen... that's
the whole point of revealing pairs... to keep everyone loyal.
Lill - That was her point, Christa and I would take out each other's "Partners" to keep ourselves
loyal to each other. She just doesn't know you're my partner. Eventually all the partners need to
go, she was just asking who the last pair should be...
Courtney - I hate confrontations. I understand your point about keeping her.... but Amanda is
hellbent on Christa. To me, I know you got nothing going on with her beyond pretending to be a
suckup. This is sooo dumb. Can't Amanda see that Christa is just a paper leader. There's nothing
there. Ah well. Time to prove 'trust' to them and all that. I guess I'll set out Christa tomorrow.
Lill - Oh well... whatever. This game is going to get dull as soon as there's nobody to be paranoid
about...
Amidst the power struggle between Lill and Amanda, Christa pokes her head in.
Christa - I can't believe Chicken turned on you guys like that.
Amanda - You think it was Chicken?
Christa – Yeah.

Amanda - I don't know, he seemed to be loyal to a fault when he was in the game, but I guess you
could be right.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Christa must think I'm fucking stupid. "I can't believe Chicken
turned on you guys like that" is the first thing she's said to me in days. SHUT THE FUCK UP,
TWATWAFFLE, I know you and Brianna are tight and you're BULLSHITTING THE FUCK OUT OF ME.
FUCK OFF AND DIE BITCH. Seriously, Dave was less irritating.
Amanda - And by the way... Christa said it was Chicken who flopped. Yeah, it was Brianna. She's a
lying piece of trash.
Courtney - We're always one step ahead of them. She's feeling cocky. Go re-read the TC from
tonight. She acts like she owns the place. I got an old pm from Andrew that Lill showed me... he
felt put upon that he was the target. God forbid we target the mighty Andrew.
Amanda - I actually liked Andrew when he talked to me, but apparently he didn't like me.
Lill decides to add fuel to the fire of Amanda and Christa’s feud. After learning that
Amanda sees her as a mastermind, Lill decides to create more problems for her.
Lill – Amanda is crazy about getting you out. I told her I wouldn't vote for you. Expect to be sat out
tomorrow. We have the votes regardless. We gotta make sure everybody is here to vote.
Apparently, she didn't like the digs about her tribe trying to sell eachother out. I don't think she
has a chance at this though. Seems like our target needs to shift...
Christa - You'd want Amanda out next?
Lill - We don't need her trying to make inroads in our alliance. Now may be the best chance to do
it, if she doesn't win immunity. If she's targeting you, you might as well return the favor.
Christa - Well, I was willing to target Todd...but if you REALLY want to take out Amanda, then I
suppose it can wait.
Lill - either way. We can take Todd out now, and Amanda next time.
Christa – CONFESSIONAL - I'm in complete shock. First off, I'm surprised that we actually
managed to take the numbers on this tribe, regardless of my vote nullification (although that
probably was the main factor in triggering Chicken's paranoia). Second, I'm surprised that Chicken
was paranoid enough to vote for Courtney. As I've said, Courtney is the most trustworthy member
of Andoa, specifically because she has never made any deals or tried to show she's not loyal to
Andoa. So right now, I trust her the most, and I would be HAPPY if she was the last person in the
game with a partner (and the same goes for Tijuana, who I'm basically certain is with Courtney.)
Meanwhile, Tijuana and Amanda celebrate their control over the game.
Tijuana - This is almost too easy
Amanda - Ugh. I was so annoyed before. I seriously was about to stab Lil in the face.
Tijuana - I'm totally open for getting rid of Lill at the first chance we have but I do wonder how
that'll effect Courtney.
Amanda - James will be for it too, but we've got to wait it out for now. Seriously, I'm so pissed that
we're not taking Christa out, the only way it will happen is if you, James and Ryan (well, he
doesn't really matter) are adamant about getting her out next.

Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - I have absolutely NO respect for Lil as a player or a person.
She's playing this game so fucking stupidly. She's done a number of things that have pissed me
off, and I don't expect that to stop any time soon. Tension is building and it's only a matter of
time until I go off on that bitch.
Christa sends a pitch to Courtney and then informs Tijuana, unaware that Tijuana
and Amanda are partners.
Christa – I just sent a PM to Courtney, I told her that I wanted to help her (and by association, you)
get the hidden immunity idol. Lill contacted me and told me that Amanda is the new target
tonight, and that would leave just three pairs left in the game. Apparently Amanda spooked Lill
or something, but the fact is, for some reason, Amanda is the new target. I made a promise to
you that I would be willing to take out Todd, and I stand by that...which means if all goes well
next tribal council, it's down to you and Ryan for the idol. If you could talk to Courtney and let
her know that I'm not trying to bullshit her, I'd really appreciate it.
Tijuana - Sorry it's late and been a long day (I should be in bed). Is the boot order going to be Todd
then Amanda or Amanda then Todd?
Christa - It seems like it's become Amanda, then Todd.
Both Courtney and Tijuana relay this information back to Amanda who is not
pleased.
Courtney - Christa's pitch. Too bad she's coming from a bit of faulty logic on this. She doesn't see
things as clearly as I do. I was as big apart of getting out Dave as anyone.
Amanda - And Lil doesn't understand why I'm pissed. She seriously mad me into a huge target, and
whether it was unintentional or not I'm in trouble because of it.
Courtney - Lill is being 'cute' again... man, I feel like i'm her keeper. I'm going to tell her to shift
the target back to Todd.
Tijuana - ...is Lill being serious?
Amanda - O_O That c%nt.
Tijuana - It makes me so frickin nervous. Like is Lill just playing all of us? Does she have no
intention of sticking to this new alliance? Or is she just stupid and doesn't know what she's doing??
Amanda - Courtney sent me a similar PM from Christa I just don't get why Lil continually uses my
name for no reason whatsoever.
Tijuana - I know. Maybe she's just trying to protect her real partnership but it's pretty stupid. She
doesn't even need to talk to Christa. Or, she could be like me and just act dumb. Seriously, I just
act like I'm along for the ride and have no clue about what's going on. After Christa sent me that
PM I asked her to clarify what the boot order was and in a way it's kind of good if the target does
become you because then it gives me a more valid reason to not go along with it Courtney claims
Lill is just blowing smoke up Christa's ass.
Amanda - I really want to confront Christa and tell her that everything Lil has told her is a lie and
that I'm not even her partner. :-/
Tijuana - Please don't. Maybe talk nicely to Lill or just let Courtney handle it.
Amanda - Ugh. I'm seriously tempted though. I sort of gave Lil a piece of my mind. I just want to
shake some sense into her.

Amanda, Tijuana and Courtney come down on Lill asking her to cut it out with
Christa.
Courtney - Christa's insane pitch.
Lill - ok that's funny. That's why I wanted to keep her around. It would be hella funny if you sat out
amanda and Christa still got voted out.
Courtney - You're putting me between Amanda and you... I feel like I'm having to do damage
control. She doesn't want to be the target. I'm asking you, please, for peace of mind, convince
Christa to target Todd.
Lill - I'll do it. Amanda brought it on herself targeting Christa. If she'd just take out the support
players it would be smooth. Christa is paranoid, Amanda is paranoid. Sorry for the inconvenience.
Courtney - I get you totally, but I hate becoming Courtney in the Middle. This is stressful. Ah
well... man, I hate this game sometimes.
Lill - the drama is the only real fun part of the game. I don't want Amanda pissed off at me,
though. Paranoid people.
Courtney – CONFESSIONAL - I kind of think we need to keep Christa, but for different
reasons then Lill suggested. ... we keep Todd/Christa intact... no pair would get greedy and go
rogue, snake the alliance and make a play for the HIIs. I think keeping Christa/Todd intact is
good for alliance loyality.
Amanda - Lil, listen, I want this alliance to work so badly, but your making it difficult because stuff
keeps getting back to me that you are using my name and it's made me into this huge target
without me doing anything at all.
Can you please keep my name out of stuff because I really
don't want to get fucked over.
Lill - sorry. Just playing with Christa's head. I'll stop. Has she tried to make you a crazy deal yet? I
know she's working on Courtney hard.
Amanda - No. I don't talk to Christa and she doesn't talk to me, probably because she thinks I'm a
huge liar and I turned on Todd, when that wasn't really the case.
Lill - Sorry. I'm working on getting her back to taking out todd.
Amanda - I understand you want to fuck with her, but please just don't do it at my expense. I want
everything to go as smoothly as possible for us.
Lill - It will go smoothly. We have the numbers and Christa doesn't know it. What's it matter if she's
mad at you? half of her alliance is voting against her... I'll smooth it out.
Amanda - Okay, it just makes me nervous because you always have the option of deflecting and
working with her.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - THERE SHE FUCKING GOES AGAIN. I really want to kill Lill. She
keeps fucking throwing my name out there and apparently Omurano is definitely voting for me
next time. UGH. Why can't she KEEP HER MOUTH SHUT and play this game with an OUNCE of
INTELLIGENCE. Tijuana and I are ready to take the bitch out.
Amanda and Lill are like oil and water, they just can’t ever seem to get along.
Keeping the peace between her best friend and her partner is taking a toll on Courtney.
Courtney - Courtney in the Middle. It's a new sitcom. Amanda and Lill are at each others throats, I
try to play the peace maker.

Tijuana - lol. I've been trying to calm Amanda down too. She apparently doesn't like being
associated with Lill and actually wanted to tell Christa that Lill wasn't even her partner.
Courtney - That's not a good idea at all. Keep Christa in the dark on the 'true' pairs as long as
possible... when she gets voted out, she'll call you and me and Lill and Amanda out.... everyone
else will be working from the wrong perspective.
Amanda vents to her friend, James.
James – CONFESSIONAL - Well that's that. Chicken was toast like we all knew he would be.
Now all we have really is trust in our alliance and trust in all of our partners. I don't think it's
concrete by any means. They very well could just pagong us. And the pussy partners who don't
have enough game to try and change anything, will just sit back and watch it happen. Like
Chicken's partner.
Amanda - Yeah. I'm getting annoyed because I've been apparently labeled our leader by some of
the other people. >_>
James - That confused me as well. Christa sees you as the leader?
I guess that's just her trying
to paint a bigger target on you.
Amanda - It's all Lil's doing. I have no idea what is up with that bitch but she keeps bad-mouthing
me to Lil in an attempt to 'play' with Christa's mind. It's fucking stupid, and me and Tijuana are
really annoyed.
James - Lill is definitely playing multiple angles. That's why Chicken wanted to go after her. Too
bad she's Courtney's partner.
Amanda - Seriously, keep this between me, you and Tijuana, but once we have the numbers
advantage we have to cut her loose, I just hope Courtney understands.
James - I agree completely. There's no way we're gonna just roll over and let Lill steamroll her way
to the end. I like how we have an endgame all planned out and there's still 11 people left.
Watch some super twist mess all of it up...
Amanda - I know right. We'll have to put the idea on the back-burner for now. I hope when Lil
leaves Courtney's head will be more in the game. It's ridiculous... have I told you they want Osten
or Andrew out? I told them we should wait to talk to everyone to make the decision on who
should go, but I was pretty adamant that it be Christa.
James - I want Christa out just as much as you do baby. She hasn't even tried to talk strategy with
me. She will always be working against us.
Amanda - Exactly. I honestly think Andrew could come in handy later, and booting Osten is a
fucking waste.
James - Yeah Osten and Andrew...they'd be easy outs later on. Christa is the true hardcore
adversary standing in our way. I think we can push for Christa if we really wanted to.
Just as Lill is causing problems for the partners’ alliance, there is a new rat leaking
information to Christa.
Courtney – I got this PM from Christa: “For one, I know that at the merge, Amanda was working to
try and save herself by getting Lill to target Todd ahead of her. For two, I know about the deal
that she and James have been trying to work out with their partners, along with you and
Tijuana, to form an alliance.” Who leaked that to her? Was it you? I don't care about anything
else, but this plan is great... and somehow Christa got ahold of the info? Grrr... I'm not going to

talk to anyone else about this. I want to go to the final four. If she knows about this plan, she can
use it against us with Bri and Todd.
Lill - I didn't say any of this. If I were leaking I would have given the correct details... I never said
Amanda was trying to get rid of todd, only that she didn't like todd for some reason. It absolutely
wasn't me. Why would I upset an easy way to the end?
Courtney - Someone leaked... who is it. Ryan? I talked to him, he'd give the correct details too and
finger me. T? She'd give slightly different details... James? Possible. I am keeping this between
you and I. We got to vote out Christa now. She has too much dangerous information, wrong or
not.
Even Lill is beginning to get frustrated with Christa. Christa is leaking out
information everywhere and it’s putting a bigger target on Lill.
Christa – CONFESSIONAL - It may not get the job done, but I am enjoying the hell out of
trying to turn Courtney and James and pretty much every other member of Andoa against
Amanda. She's the leader of that tribe and she's really trying to play this game, but I'm trying to
play it too, and there's no way in hell I'm going to let her take me out without returning the
favor. She's double dealing and she's selling out whoever she can, and I'm going to make sure that
comes back and bites her in the ass. I may get voted out, but I will ensure that Amanda does not
win this game.
Lill - you do realize that whatever you tell Courtney is going right to Amanda. You're sinking your
ship, and mine. I'd rather you didn't. I don't know what you said, but it hasn't helped our
situation.
Christa - I know, Lill. I know that EVERYTHING I tell Courtney will go right back to Amanda. The
fact is, I'm trying to trip Amanda up. If she starts playing too emotionally, then she'll make a
mistake, just like she did when she voted out Dave. All it takes is that one mistake for Amanda's
world to come crumbling down around her.
Lill - Sneaky. Just don't get us killed, k?
Christa - Trust me Lill, I wouldn't be doing this if I didn't already know that they were already
targetting me and targetting me hard. There is one thing I need you to do for me. I need you to
drop hints to Amanda that you're trying to turn the vote around on Courtney or James. Tell her
you're trying to save her. See what her response is, and see if you can get her to agree (it doesn't
matter if she's lying) to vote for one of those two. If you can get that, then send me the PM
where she agrees (or the series). If we can use that, then we can sway Courtney and guarantee
Amanda not to be immune at the next challenge.
Lill - Tall order, but I'll see what I can do. It's a hard game of chicken... didn't we already have
chicken tonight?
Lill – CONFESSIONAL - It's like refereeing a crazy game of chicken. amanda is completely
paranoid about Christa and Christa is crazy paranoid about Amanda. I think Christa is on the
losing end of this battle. Someone leaked info on the alliance to her. I think it's James or Ryan.
But I dunno. If I leaked it, the info would have been correct. Christa doesn't even know the
correct partners... She's trying to BS wheel and deal with Courtney, thinking she's trustworthy Of
course, I've been turning the screws on both of them fanning the flames. A bit too much. This
may REALLY bite me in the as if I am not careful...
Meanwhile, they are still unsure who sent Christa the partners’ alliance plans.

James - it looks like my boy Ryan may have sold me out.
I haven't told him anything about what
we're doing tomorrow. So there's still time to misdirect him. If I tell him we're targeting Christa it
seems like it'll get back to her fo sho. They have a quasi-showmance going.
Courtney - She gave me the same thing, slightly different, but basically the game. FUCK! I think
Ryan did sell out the alliance. We got five votes. We need a 6th. Todd is our only play.
James - Yeah Ryan would be the only one stupid enough to tell her. Why the fuck would you toss
away a guaranteed F6 spot for some drug addict you just met? It makes no sense to me. Todd,
Bri, whatever. We need to talk to them and fast. Maybe give them the boot of their choice.
Courtney - It was Ryan. One day ago... meh.
James - Fuck him. He's dead to me. But I never planned on going to the end with him anyway. He
was disposable once we got down to the six. Didn't think he'd sell us out that early though.
Amanda never said anything about voting Todd did she? I've now heard from Amanda, Lill, Ti AND
you, that she's been blowing smoke up all our asses. That bitch is good. And we need to take her
down now. Using any means necessary.
Courtney - We got to perpare for the worst... I hate to say it... if Amanda goes... me and Lill have
to be the last pair standing to make use of the idols.
James - Ugh. The course of true love never did run smooth... I'll try to make Ryan see the light. He
better not be as willing to give me up as I am of giving him up.
Courtney fills in Tijuana.
Courtney - Ryan leaked. Christa knows about the pairs alliance.
Tijuana - ugh, why whyyyyyyyyyyyyy
Courtney - He's an idiot, that's why. We got to get Todd's vote and in a big way now!
Tijuana - He really is. It makes no sense for him to do so. When exactly did he leak though and are
we even sure? Oh and perhaps it was more that he told CHrista (or someone) that his partner had
approached him about a multi partner alliance and maybe he didn't really give much info so now
Christa is trying to seek the info out on her own.
Courtney – “I know about the deal that she and James have been trying to work out with their
partners, along with you and Tijuana, to form an alliance.”
Tijuana - lmao...it's actually kind of funny. I mean she basically doesn't accuse us of any wrong
doing and thinks that we're the third couple and therefore the outsider couple. Would it be okay
for me to contact Christa? Oh and what a shock that Todd her partner would be willing to work
with her
Courtney - Keep playing stupid. Misinformation is the only advantage we got right now. Don't let
Christa know the truth. Me and James are going to work on Todd tomorrow hard. We can't count
on Ryan at all. I'm going balls out to get this sixth vote. I'm not giving up Amanda.
Courtney – Ryan leaked the partner alliance to Christa. She told me in a pm, trying to scare me
into flipping on you.
Amanda - Why did he fucking tell? Ugh. We need Bri or Todd.
Courtney - Ryan is a dumb fuck... sell out your partner, sell out an easy ride to the final 6 for a
seat at Christa's table. He's a rat. I don't respect rats. He also knows the true pairs... yet he
hasn't shared that with her?
Amanda - Weird, I don't get it. Does James know?
Courtney - Yeah. James knows and he is pissed.
Amanda - Are we working Todd tomorrow? Seems like the best maneuver...

Courtney - Logical move. I told James to offer him a real alliance.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - HOLY FUCKING SHIT!!!!!!! Ryan leaked our alliance to Christa,
which would mean they have the numbers advantage if they have Todd and Brianna with them,
and I know I'm their first fucking target, if Christa gets her way at least. UGH. This is not good.
We need to work Todd and Bri big time tomorrow.
Christa hatred is at an all time high.
Amanda – Did they tell you that Ryan leaked our alliance to Christa?
James - Yeah. That little rat.
He's not on for 95% of the day, and that little time he's on, he
spills the beans to our biggest enemy. It's because he has a showmance with Christa. I wanna
punch his lights out.
Amanda - We need either Todd, Brianna, Osten or Andrew and fast.
James - We have to make them believe we have a firm majority, and that they're only voting with
us to save their own hides. At least that's what I've been telling Courtney. I hoping at least one of
them fall for it.
Amanda - Yeah, I know. Ugh. Save any incriminating PMs from Christa to get whoever we try and
swing with us. Is Ryan a lost cause at this point?
James - Not entirely, but he needs a serious spanking. We can't rely on him. I'll try my best to sway
whoever. All of us just need to work overtime to get one of them onto our side. I'm thinking our
best bets are either Todd or Brianna. I cant' believe how fast Bri ditched us. We really need to
make her feel secure again.
Amanda - Good plan. I'll try to talk to him if I'm around too, though I'm sure Christa's convinced him
that I'm evil.
James - Fuck Christa. Fuck her dead. But I'll give her props for working it hard.
James – CONFESSIONAL - Holy hell if a lot of shit didn't go down tonight. One thing's for
certain. I can't trust Ryan 100% at all. He sold me out, and it hurts. But whatever, at least
everyone knows about it. We've now gone from a solid six going into a TC of 11, to a desperate
fivesome looking for a sixth. I don't really care who it is. I'd love for it to still be Ryan, but I'll
never trust him the same way again. And that Christa...Lill wasn't kidding when she said "she
brings the drama." She must be very entertaining to watch.
Christa - Your partner's crafty, She just tried to get me to offer Osten up. She's trying to make me
fall for the same mistake Amanda did. I've gotta give Courtney credit. She's trying her hardest.
Tijuana - I'm starting to wish we didn't even have partners. It's tough. I didn't even really talk to
Courtney while we were on separate tribes. Honestly, why do we even need any of these
Andoans?
Christa - Hey, if it were up to me, we'd just be playing tribe vs. tribe. But it's not up to me, is it?
Tijuana – Well scratch that plan.
Courtney - FUCK HER! FUCK HER! I want Christa gone....
Tijuana - The key is really just making sure Ryan is with us. We need to figure out exactly what he
said to Christa. Just the fact that Christa blabbed that she knew stuff should be enough to get
him securely with us since clearly she can't be trusted since she repeated whatever he said.
Courtney - We're now at Ryan, Bri and Todd's mercy. Not much we can do til they are online.

After a very late night, the castaways begin to wind down and tire out.
Amanda - I'm so done with some of these people. I gave them all mean nicknames.
James - I can't believe how late it is and we're all still up. I'm hoping the winner comes from this
group of six. We deserve it with our dedication. (Yeah that includes Christa.
)
Amanda - I won't vote for that bitch to win.
James - Heh. It'd depend on who she's up against for me. But wtf am I saying. She's gonna be the
next boot fo sho.
Amanda - Yeah seriously. C%nta, Bitchanna, Andrewche and Tard better watch out.
Tijuana - you know, I may be able to get Andrew but I'd be risking him sharing whatever I say to
him with Christa. I'd approach him though as being frustrated with Christa's antics.
Amanda - that'd be good, but do you think he would go back to C%nta?
Tijuana - idk. I always got the feeling those two were close. I'm just going to work on getting
Christa to stop wanting to work with anyone from Andoa and have us stick to just knocking you
guys out one by one. It's going to take Lill's help though cause she's the one that got Christa
wanting to go for you next rather than Todd. I know it may be asking a lot but we may need to
just try to vote Todd out and then the following two boots can be people from Omurano. Blarg.
Just win immunity again :p
Amanda - I'll try babe. I really want Christa out NOW though before she does real damage.
Tijuana - Same. She's too much drama. Even if I was sticking with my tribe I'd think she was too
much because she does too much unnecessary shit.
Amanda - I'm hoping you are able to work Drew, or James can get Ryan back, or me or Courtney
can get Todd or Brianna. Best case is if I win immunity, that way Todd will go if we don't have
the votes.
Tijuana - The easiest may be to get Ryan back. If you win immunity then Lill and I should be able
to force everyone to agree to Todd.
The alliance now begins to realize that Amanda winning Immunity may be the best
case scenario.
Courtney - What if Lill with her advantage won immunity and gave it to you? To force the target
onto Todd.
Amanda - Won't that put a target on Lil though? I mean best case is if I win it, but one of you guys
getting it and protecting me would be second best. Don't sit me out
Courtney - I don't even know why I'm still up.
Amanda - Me neither. Who are you going to sit out, btw? Osten or something to try and not make
enemies?
Courtney - f I sit out Christa, she'll be pissed at me...but I feel like its a matter of pride and doing
the right thing. She tried to buy my soul toinght, the whole 30 silver coins deal. She calls herself
a straight shooter. Her tactics are slimmy as any of the players out there.
Amanda – CONFESSIONAL - Looks like I've got to fight for Immunity once again. *sigh*
While we may be able to get Osten, Andrew, Todd or Brianna, it's still really risky. The best case
scenario at this point is if I win immunity and they are forced to target Todd. Then, we could
inform Todd that Christa is gunning for him and get him to vote out Christa with us. IMMUNITY IS
MINE, BITCHES!

To be continued…
With tonight’s drama reaching an all-time high, what will tomorrow bring? Who will
Courtney sit out at the Immunity Challenge? Will Lill use her advantage to help Amanda win
Immunity? Or will she give her advantage to Christa to stir the pot? Will either Amanda or
Christa win Immunity sending shockwaves throughout the tribe? Tune in for the exciting
conclusion of the Battle of the Bitches.

